The Purasolve PS-32P is a fully deployable parts washer /
weapons cleaner built to meet the rigors of field maintenance
operations. This system solves the problem of cleaning
maintenance parts and weapons in an environmentally
responsible way wherever our Defence Forces are deployed
around the world.
It utilizes the Purasolve range of
environmentally responsible solvents, Purasolve Parts
Cleaner, Purasolve Weapons Cleaner and Purasolve Parts
Cleaner SK. The unit is designed for high volume usage and
requires less solvent for operation making acquisition more cost
effective. The Purasolve PS-32P utilises a sophisticated micro
filtration process that filters down to 0.1 micron and effectively
removes oils and greases off the parts/weapons, which are then
dissolved in the cleaning solution. Solvent life extension
becomes easy, effective and predictable. The Purasolve PS32P is completely self-contained and operable off military
maintenance generators in the field or fixed base 240V power.
The Purasolve PS-32P is manufactured using heavy duty steel to withstand the punishment of
contingency deployment and is specifically designed to be palletized for air, ground or sea deployment.
The Purasolve solvents are carried internally in air-deployable drums. The machine is finished in a durable
flat dark green colour to maintain a “tactical” appearance.

Easier Maintenance - Ergonomically designed unit for comfortable, easy cleaning.
Protects your health - Reduces toxic off gassing and risks from using dangerous solvents.
Reduces disposal costs - Safety solvent filtered and re-used for up to 2 years.
Reduces through-life costs - Less toxic waste generated.
Lifetime Guarantee - Unit has a lifetime warranty, provided that only purasolve filters and solvents are
used in the machine.

The Purasolve range of safety solvents are especially designed to
eliminate the need for outside rental service and to reduce the ongoing
costs of solvent disposal and replenishment caused by waste
generation. When used in conjunction with Purasolve Parts / Weapons
Cleaning Systems, this results in significant savings in through-life
costs, along with protecting the health of the user.
The enhanced cleaning properties of Purasolve Parts Cleaner
together with the exceptional filtering and multiple user-accommodating
properties of the dip tank holding the solvent has reduced the time it
takes to clean a component or weapon by over 50% (equating to a
real-time savings of over two hours per weapon).

Overall dimensions: 965mmL x 794mmW x 1080mmH
Inside tub dimensions: 813mmL x 559mmW x 457mmH
Drain basket: 80mm diameter
Electrical Requirements: 240V, 50Hz, 1.7A

